
Answer-to-Question-_1.1

Introductory note

Generally, analysis of PE matters (i.e. whether PE exists or not)should be based on 

provisions of (i)domestic legislation of a source country and (i.e. definition of a PE under 

the local legislation of a source country)and (ii) a double tax treaty ("DTT"), if exists, 

which prevails over the domestic legislation. 

Analysis

PE matters

In a given scenario, there is a DTT between France and the UK. We now refer to Article 5 

of the DTT ("Permanent establishment")to identify whether OIM has a PE in France or 

not. 

Based on Article 5, an enterprise (i.e. OIM) of a Contracting State(i.e. the UK)has a PE in 

other Contracting State(France), if another enterprise (i.e. FS) being a tax resident of 

another Contracting State (i.e. France) acts as a dependent agent of the former company 

(i.e. OIM).

Article 5 further defines the dependent agent as an entity, which has an authority to 

execute contracts in another Contracting State on behalf and in the name of a tax resident 

of another Contracting State.

In the considered situation, FS sells investment products under its own brand, so, on one 

hand, FS formally does not enter into contracts with French clients in the name of OIM.

On the other hand, OIM has no ownership rights over the prodcucts, and does not receive 

any service fees (OIM receives them as a developer of products). Furthermore, OIM (i) 

performs marketing and sales activities on behalf of OIM,(ii) could rely on OIM to 



 

satisfy obligations related to service delivery and (iii) has no other operations in 

France.

Aggregate of the above facts give grounds to believe that, in substance, FS acts as a 

dependent agent of OIM, i.e. OIM has created a PE in France. It is fully in line with 

OECD Commentaties to the MTC (Article 5), which:

(i) disregard form if it does not correlate with substance (as stated above, there are

grounds to believe that FS in fact acts in the name of OIM) and

(ii) say that one of the criteria of a dependent agent is lack of any other clients in a

country, which is the case in the considered situation.

Moreover, based on the background, the DTT has been updated to include changes to 

Article 5(5) and Article 5(6) of the OECD MTC recommended in the Report on Action 7 

(PE matters related to commission arrangements).

Given the above, the term PE in the DTT between France and the UK also includes the 

following:

1. Anti-fragmentation rules, i.e. activities of preparatory and auxiliary character cannot be

regarded as not leading to a PE if, when combined / viewed togther, such activities

represent a substantial business activity of an enterprise in another state.

2. Dependent agent definition is supplemented by the following provisions: dependent

agent is also an entity, which plays a crucial / main role in delivery of services (or transfer

of title to goods) rendered (supplied) by a non-resident company (resident of another

Contracting State).

Since FS sells investment products actually delivered by OIM, it is reasonably to 

conclude that such activities are, at least, not of auxiliary nature. Furthermore, from the 

background it is seen that FS can rely on OIM, but it is not directly stated that FS does 



not perform any other critical functions in provision of investment services. If FS 

somehow participates in service provision and such role is one of the mains, it would also 

support an argument on PE existence.        

Profit attribution

Under Article 7 of the DTT, if OMI has a PE in France, then France has a right to tax 

OIM profits attributable to such PE. Article 7 further states that such profits shall be 

determined as if PE was a separate legal entity acting independently and performing 

similar activities / functions in comparable circumstances / conditions. 

Guidance related to assessment of PE profits can be found in the OECD Attrubution of 

profits to a PE of Banks, which was developed / triggered by BEPS Actions 8 - 10 

(Transfer Pricing). Furthermore, there is a additional 2018 OECD Guidance on 

Attribution of Profits under, inter alia, commission arrangements.

In a nutshell, there is an authorised OECD approach ("AOA"), based on which profits 

shall be determined under two-stages: (i) factual / functional analysis; and (ii) using TP 

methods to allocate profits.

Hence, firstly, it will be critical to determine functions of FS, to allocate assets used and 

risks assumed by the FS, as well as to determine capital employed. 

Afterwards, it will be important to decide on which TP method to use to allocate profits 

by considering five comparability factors. As per the OECD Guidance, it would be 

important to estimate both (i) profits of FS itself (for performing agency functions) and 

(ii) profits derived by OIM, which should be allocated at the FS level (if any).
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Answer-to-Question-1.2

Issues related to capital allocation are addressed by the OECD Allocation of profits to PE 

of Banks. It starts with functional analysis, allocation of assets and risks, and also 

describes such an important area as capital allocation. 

In the given situation, the branch performs all risk management activities, which is the 

most crucial / key functions in managing financial assets. Hence, since the branch bears 

risks, it should have a capital to absorb potential losses.

Under the capital allocation approach, capital to be allocated to a PE (i.e. Dutch branch of 

Vega is a PE of Vega in the Netherlands) should be determined based on the following 

principle (BIS approach): if the branch holds 15% of Vega's RWA (to be determined 

unde Basel principles), then the branch should be allocated with 15% of the Head Office 

(i.e. Vega's)capital (both Tier 1 and Tier 2). 
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Answer-to-Question-1.3

Generally, the OECD report begins with a principle of equivalence, i.e. conditions for 

establishment and operation of branches by banks shall not be more burdensome as 

compared to establishment / operation of banks' subsidiaries.

The report recognises that different countries apply different approaches towards 



 

incorporation of branches, for instance:

- some countries (Russia, Mexico, Brazil) prohibit foreign banks to operate via branhces;

- the UK requires that there should be a Country Financial Supervisor assigned for a

branch;

- South Africa requires that the Head Office should have a min. capital of around USD 1

bln;

- the US requires opening a holding company, which should hold assets of a branch.

In addition, countries can put in place other requirements (and even constraints), such as:

- fit and proper test;

- senior management of a branch should consist of tax residents of a country;

- product limitations: in some counties banks' branches cannot be invovled in retail

banking and / or taking deposits from population;

- some countries disallow guarantee of deposits held by branches, which make depositors

unsecured;

- branches could be required to introduce governance procedures and policies, disclose

ownership structure, exchange information;

- reciprocity requirements.

Given the above, there are grounds to believe that, in future, doing banking business via 

branches can become unpopular due to such constraints.
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Answer-to-Question-2.1

General principles

French Financial Transaction Tax ("FFTT") is a tax on transfer of shares in the French-

based companies admitted to a regulated market to the extent market capitalisation of 

French companies exceeds one bln. The standard rate of FTTT is 0,3%. 

In addition, FFTT is paid on High Frequency Transactions, where the decision to order, 

cancel or modify is performed by a computer algortyhm and the decision is made within 

less a half second. 

Conditions for FTTT triggering:

(i) acquisition for consideration: FFTT is triggered when there is purchase of securities

issued by French companies and there is consideration payable for such securities; thus,

for instance, there could be no consideration in exchange transactions;

(ii) there should be a transfer of ownership title to shares from a seller to a buyer;

(iii) ownership transfer: title should be transferred to shares or equivalent securities;

hence, not only shares as such are in scope, but also such instruments as derivatives

(forwards, futures, options), which reference to underlying assets (i.e. French shares in

this case);

(iv) admitted to a regulated market: shares should be included into the offical list of

recognized stock exchange e.g., Australian Stock Exchange, etc.



(v) market capitalisation of French company as at 1 December of the preceding year 
should be at least EUR 1 bln; hence, companies with lower capitalisation are out of 
scope.
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Answer-to-Question-2.2

As stated above in Question 2.1, there should be five conditions in order for FFTT to be 

triggered.

From the background it can be seen that a French company (shares of which are being the 

subject to the analysis) has a market capitalisation of EUR 1 bln. Hence, condition (v) is 

met. 

However, there is no information on whether such shares are admitted to a regulated 

market. For the purpose of this analysis we assume that such shares are admitted to a 

regulated market. Hence, condition (iv) shall be met as well.

Condition No. (i) requires acquisition of shares for consideration. Usually, in securities 

lending transactions borrowers do not pay consideration for acquisition of shares; instead, 

they pay a borrowing fee. Hence, secutiry lending transaction between Alpha and hedge 

funds is out of FFTT scope.

Condition (ii) requires transfer of ownership over shares in question. In this regard, since 

Alpha transferred shares to Beta, there are grounds to believe that title to shares has been 

transferred as well, and, potentially, for consideration (it should be, as both are related 

parties which need to follow TP rules). However, these are affiliates, hence, as per 



regulations, no FFTT shall be triggered.

Then Beta issued a total return swap to Delta, but swaps transactions usually do not 

envisage transfer of title to shares.

Given the above, FFTT shall not be triggered.
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Answer-to-Question-Part B: 1), 2) and 3) 

1) Corporate Criminal Offence is an unlimited liability, which could be borne by the UK 
corporate body (e.g, legal entity, etc.), if "associated persons" of that entity facilitate tax 
evasion in the UK or overseas.

"Associated persons" include any entities performing services for and / or on behalf of an 

enterprise, including, but not limited to: employees, agents (entities authorised to 

conclude contracts on behalf of the UK company) and even subcontractors and suppliers.

The CCO applies when two conditions are met: 

- tax evasion has occured;

- there was facilitation of the tax evasion by associated persons.

2) There is a concept of Dual Criminality. Thus, since CCO also covers tax evasions

happened overseas, laws of the UK and foreign country can be different, and a tax

evasion in the UK can potentially be a normal practice abroad.

Hence, CCO applies if:



 

- a tax evasion is a criminal offence in the foreign jurisdiction; and

- actions of assocated persons are treated as fraudelend evasion of tax in the UK.

A company and patnership can self-report the evasion to the HMRC. It potentially can be 

relieved from penalties if:

- it can prove that associated persons acted on their on behalf (not on behalf of a

company);

the company has put necessary risk-management procedures in place to prevent the tax 

evasion (there are six principles recommended by the HMRC, i.e. risk assessment, top 

level commitment, policies and processes, due diligence, training, review and 

monitoring). 

3) Under DAC6, there are five hallmarks, which, if met, makes the transaction as

"reportable transaction".

Intermediaries (entities, which design, market, organise, make available for 

implementation and manage the transaction such as tax and financial advisors, lawyers, 

banks, etc.) should report the transaction to their tax authorities (if the Intermediary is not 

in the EU, then the taxpayer should do it.

The tax authority will further automatically exchange relevant information with other EU 

tax authorities.

Five hallmarks are:

- range of complex transactions and arrangements;

- hard-to-value intangibles;



 

- deduction of expenses, which give rise to zero-taxed or low-taxed income;

- cross-border transfer of assets;

- cross-border transfer of functions;

- cross-border transfer of risks.
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Answer-to-Question- Part C

1. OECD CRS

Dear John,

Further to your email regarding OECD Common Reporting Standard ("CRS"), plesae see 

below the brief outline:

- CRS has been triggered by BEPS aimed at fighting tax evasion by citizens and legal

entities;

- CRS reperesents automatic exchange of information on Reportable Accounts between

states, which signed Multilateral Competent Authority Agreement ("MCAA");

- to a certain extent, CRS was inspired by FATCA and it is sometimes called as GATCA,

i.e. global FATCA;

- however, unlike FATCA, CRS does not require signing separate intergovernmental



agreements, but rather introduction of a domestic legislation can be sufficient (along with 

signing MCAA as stated above, or under DTT (Exchange of Information) or Convention 

on Mutual Assistance in Administration of Taxes and Tax Collection).

- since our country signed MCAA and implemented local legislation, our bank (falling

under the definition of FI, i.e. Financial Institution) will be required to conduct due

diligence of accounts to identify Reportable Accounts (i.e. accounts of tax residents of

other Participating Countries in our bank, including accounts of their controlling persons)

and provide respective information on such accounts to the tax authorities; then, the tax

authorities will automatically exchange such information with foreign tax authoriries;

- foreign tax authorities will exchange the information on Reportable Accounts of our tax

residents in foreign banks with our tax authorities;

- Reportable Accounts should be identified based on indicia e.g., tax residenty in another

country, address in a foreign country, telephone number of a foreign country, instruction

to pay money from abroad to accounts in a forign country, etc.

- there are some exemptions, though, i.e. we do not need to report on low-value pre-

existing accounts with value of less than USD 50,000;

- the following information should be reported (in relation to Reportable Accounts): name

of a person or a legal entity, address, their account numbers, name of our bank, value /

balances of accounts as of the year end: for Custody Accounts (gross amounts of

dividends and interest credited / gross proceeds from sale of securities), for Depository

Accounts (gross amounts paid / credited to the Accounts), for other Accounts (gross

amounts paid / credited);

- though, there is no 30% WHT for non-compliance (as in FATCA case), failure to

comply with CRS is subject to local fines and penalties, including deprivation of banking

license;



 

- there is also Commentary and supporting guidance, which is aimed at providing

clarifications of CRS application.

2. Equivalent Foreign Levy

Bank levy

To understand the concept of the Equivalent Foreign Levy, it is firsly need to explain a 

concept of the UK Bank Levy.

In general, bank levy is an annual tax on certain liabilities of the UK banks. Hence, even 

if the bank has losses and does not pay corporate income tax, bank levy can still be 

triggered.

It was triggered by the 2008 financial crisis and represents a fair contribution of banks to 

cost of the crisis (though, the trend is changing, and now it becomes sort of an instrument 

for sponsoring the state budget).

The levy is not imposed on the first GBP 20 bln of liabilities. Currently, in 2020, the levy 

rate is 0,14% on long-term liabilities and 0,07% on short-term liabilities. It will be 

decreased in 2021 (0,1% and 0,05%, respectively).

In addition, currently, levy is imposed on a consolidated basis, whereas starting from the 

next year, banks in the UK will pay levy on a stand-alone UK basis.

Equivalent Foreign Levy 

The UK law allows claiming a credit (sort of Double Tax Treaty relief) to the extent levy 

paid by the UK bank in a foreign country is, in substance, equivalent to the UK bank 

levy. 



In this regard, it should follow the same principles and paid on certain balance sheet items 

(e.g., in France, the levy is imposed on minimum regulatory capital) rather than on 

profits (equivalent of a corporate income tax). In the latter case, the UK will not allow a 

credit for a foreign levy. 

Anti-avoidance

Since bank levy is imposed on liabilities, some banks can enter into not appropriate 

arrangements by artificially getting rid of their liabilities by e.g., converting them to 

assets, transfer of liabilities to their affiliated overseas parties, etc.

In a nutshell, by applying anti-avoidance rules, the UK tax authorities will disregard / 

requalify such transactions for tax purposes and impose bank levy as if transactions in 

questions have not taken place.  


